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 XL Clip-On Mirror

Use our “XL” Mirror to fit larger O.E.M. truck 
and van mirrors. Newly designed and patented 
arms extend approx. 11.5”, almost 4.5” wider 
than our regular Clip On Mirror. A new larger 
mirror head allows for horizontal or vertical 
adjustments. This mirror will even fit many 
large motor home mirrors. Easily installed or 
removed. Fits right or left side and does not 
obstruct existing mirrors.

30-0096 XL Clip-On Tow Mirror
30-0098 Replacement Straps For XL

Clip-On Mirror

Prime’s Clip On Tow Mirror easily installs with 
adjustable rubber straps to the O.E.M. mirror 
on most autos, vans, or pickups. It will not 
obstruct the vision of your existing mirror. No 
tools required for installation. Works great on 
the sport style mirror commonly found on Jeep 
Wagoneer, S10 pickups, and other hard to fit 
vehicles. Mirror arms extend approx. 7”. To 
fit larger vehicle mirrors, use our “XL Clip On 
Mirror.

30-0095 Clip-On Tow Mirror
30-0097 Replacement Straps

Dual Head XLR Ratchet Clip-On Mirror securely fits more vehicles than ever. Unique arm 
design allows mirror to be used on driver and passenger sides without compromise of fit. 
Precision ratchet allows proper strap adjustment every time. Remove mirror in seconds by 
pressing quick release button on ratchet. Head features adjustable regular and convex mirror. 
Arms adjust from 5” to 13”. One per box.

30-0083 Dual Head Clip On Mirror
30-0099 Replacement Straps XLR Ratchet Mirror

XLR Ratchet Mirror

XLR 2.5 Convex Head Ratchet Clip-On Mirror securely fits more vehicles than ever. Unique 
arm design allows mirror to be used on driver and passenger sides without compromise of 
fit. Precision ratchet allows proper strap adjustment everytime. Remove mirror in seconds by 
pressing quick release button on ratchet. Arms adjust from 5” to 13.5”. Convex mirror head 
rotates 360 degrees and is mounted on a 2.5” arm that pivots approximately 3” up or down for 
additional blind spot adjustments. Mirror head measures 5” X 7.75”. One per box.

30-0086 Adjustable Mirror
30-0099 Replacement Straps XLR Ratchet Mirror

XLR 2.5 Ratchet Mirror


